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CELL AND SPACE GROUP OF ORPIMENT

M. J. Bunncr;r', MassochusettsInstitute of Technology'
AssrRacr
Anr-raystudyoforpimenthasbeenmadeusingtheequi-inclinationWeissenberg
r-ray evidence' The
method. The monoclinic character of this crystal is confirmed by
dimensions of the reduced cell are:
a:11.47 it'
b: 9.57
c: 4.24

p:9O"27',.
axes
This cell contains 4 AsgS:. Its axes have the same orientation as the morphological
axes are difieradopted by Mohs, stevanovi6, Palache, and Modell, but the lengths of the
axes to
ent. The matrix of the transformation from the Mohs-stevanovi6-Paiache-Modell
the Buerger axes is

ll,4l
ll010ll
lloqll

(C"nu) for this cell.
The space group of orpiment is unequivocally determined as P21f n

The writer was fortunate in obtaining an excellent crystal of orpiment
(from Mercur, Utah) from Dr. Harry Berman, who skillfully detached
it from a protected cavity in a large specimen.while the point of attachment of the crystal had been injured, it retained a perfect, undistorted
termination.
Orpiment, formerly believed to be orthorhombic,l is now regarded
as monoclinic. The lower symmetry has been confirmed by studies and
measurements of morphological development,''t bY the results of etching experiments,2and by optical observations'3Nevertheless'the depuitrr.", of both angular and optical measurementsfrom orthorhombic
character are so slight that the results of an r-ray crystallographic study
are of considerable interest.
Method': A somewhat elongated crystal having a single perfect termination can only be rotated about its axis of elongation if the distorted
part is to be kept out of the r-ray beam. For this reason, a set of equi1 Mohs, Friedrich (translated by William Haidinge r), Treotise on Mineralogy (Archibald
Constable and Co., Edinburgh, 1925), vol. 3, pp. 4749.
2 Stevanovi6, S., Auripigment von Allchar in Macedonien: Zeik. Krisl,39' 14-18 (1904)'
3 Palache, charles, andModell, David, crystallography of stibnite and orpiment from
Manhattan, Nevada: Am. Mineral.,15 (1930) especially 371-374'
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inclination weissenberg photographs was taken with the orpiment crystal for rotations about the c-axis only. The length of the c-axis permitted
taking zero, first, second,and third level photographs with copper radia_
tion.

The length of the c-axis was measured from the layer spacings of a
rotation photograph. Each of two levels gave a value of 4.24 A. These
consistent results were obtained by placing the undeformed tip of the
tiny crystal in the center of the beam, and then making layer line spacing measurements{rom tip to tip of the resulting reflections.
The ax and 6* translations for the reduced reciprocal cell were determined by making #-measurements of the pinacoid reflections on the
c-axis, zerolayer photograph. These values were refined by extrapolation
according to the method of Bradley and Jay.s utilizing the refined value
of D* as found by this method, the crystallographic angle, p, was found
by the method of dome ofisets.. These several measurements establish
the following reduced, simple monoclinic cell:

a : 1 1 . 4 7A
b:9.57
c: 4.24
0:90"27',

ratio
1 .1 9 5
I
.442

6 Buerger, M.
J', The *-ray determination of lattice constants and axial ratios of crystals
belonging to the oblique systems: Am. Mineral.,22 (1937),especially
425-.42g,
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It is known that the axes recorded above correspondin orientation
with the axes of Palache and Modell, rvho adopted Stevanovi6'saxial

Frc. 1. Equi-inclination Weissenbergphotograph of orpimentl c-axis,
2nd level, copper radiation. The only symmetry displayed by the photograph is the line shown, indicating the symmetry Clfor the level.

ratio. This ratio, and the new one determinedby r-ray methods compare
as follows:
Stevanovi6
a
.5962
b1
c
.6650

relation

(x2:1.1928)
(Y ?:

r'r'1l\

Buerger
1.195
1
.442
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Accordingly the matrix of the transformation from the axesof Stevanovi6
to those of Buerger is

ooll
llz
ilOI Otl
lloo:ll
Stevanovi6 determined the density of the orpiment from Allchar,
Macedonia as 3.49. Using this value, the orpiment cell contains 4 AszSs.
For the cell constants given above, the computed value of the density is
3.48.
Space Group.' The c-axis, zero level Weissenbergphotograph displays
doubled reciprocal cell translations along the central [010]* line. Comparison of the photographs of the several levels shows that the only
other systematic multiple translations of the reciprocal lattice are all the
[101]* translations in central (010)*. These two conditions indicate respectively a two-fold screw axis lj 6 and a diagonal glide ll (010). Taking
into account ihe symmetry discussed above, the space group is unequivocally determined as P21fn (C521,).

